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RESUMEN: El nivel de los cadetes de las instituciones de educación militar superior (IEMS), que son futuros oficiales, investiga la competencia metódica en el entrenamiento físico en el artículo. 609 cadetes participaron en el estudio. Se formaron dos grupos: EG (n = 38), que incluía a los cadetes que participaban en diversos deportes y CG (n = 65), que incluía a los cadetes que se
entrenaban según el programa tradicional de entrenamiento físico. La competencia metodica se evaluó por el nivel de dominio de las bases teóricas del entrenamiento físico y la calidad de la implementación de acciones prácticas de entrenamiento físico.
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ABSTRACT: The level of the cadets’ of higher military educational institutions (HMEI), who are future officers, methodical competence in physical training is investigated in the article. 609 cadets participated in the study. Two groups were formed: EG (n=38), which included the cadets who were
engaged in various sports and CG (n=65), which included the cadets who were training according to the traditional physical training program. The methodical competence was assessed by the level of mastering the theoretical bases of physical training and the quality of implementation of practical actions of physical training. It was determined that EG cadets had a higher level of methodical competence in physical training than CG cadets at the end of the study at HMEI.
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**INTRODUCTION.**

Physical training is a pedagogical process of the physical improvement of general and special physical qualities, the formation of military-applied skills and abilities, the education of psychological qualities in order to ensure the physical and psychological readiness of military personnel for training and combat activities and the performance of functional duties (Griban, Romanchuk, & Romanchuk, 2014; Burley, Drain, Sampson, & Groeller, 2018).

Physical training is one of the main subjects of professional and combat training, an important and integral component of military training and education of military personnel of the Armed Forces of Ukraine (Sergienko, & Andreianov, 2013; Kamaiev, et al., 2018). The aim of physical training at HMEI is to provide the formation of the need of the cadets who are future commanders to master theoretical knowledge, physical exercises, techniques and actions, organizational and methodical skills and the abilities to manage physical development and the improvement of military personnel by certain means, as well as to train to apply the acquired values in the future daily work activity (Kamaiev, et al., 2018; Prontenko, et al., 2019).

The commander of the unit, his methodical competence and physical fitness are of great importance in achieving the aim of physical training by subordinate personnel and the unit. The investigations (Glazunov, 2014; Romanchuk, Loginov, & Anohin, 2010) established a consistent pattern which
implies that the level of physical fitness of personnel is always higher in those units where the commander has excellent physical fitness that is an example for others.

Scientists prove that the personnel of the units where commanders clearly organize and carry out all physical training activities, encourage independent exercises and sports during the scheduled time, have a high level of physical fitness, reaches quite high indicators of military and professional training, sports readiness, and work activities. Conversely, the lack of physical readiness and methodical competence of unit commanders leads to low levels of physical fitness of subordinate personnel.

The correct, confident performance of the exercise by a teacher (trainer, instructor) increases the psychological confidence of subordinates in their abilities to perform the exercise at a sufficiently high level, encourage them to achieve the same level of physical fitness from the very first minutes of the activity. Therefore, the commander and head of the class is obliged to constantly increase the level of physical fitness, theoretical knowledge, and methodical skills (Loginov, & Loyko, 2000).

According to scientists (Mulyar, Pichugin, & Romanchuk 2007; Petrovska, 2015), the commander and head of the class needs to have the theoretical knowledge of physical training to correctly understand the importance of physical training in the Armed Forces of Ukraine, its role in improving the units’ combat readiness; to correctly use the appropriate means and methods; to realize the impact of physical activity on the organism; to know hygiene requirements, etc.

The scientists (Kyrolainen, Pihlainen, Ojanen, & Santtila, 2018; Griban, Romanchuk, & Romanchuk, 2014; Groeller, Burley, Orchard, Sampson, Billing, & Linnane, 2015; Bolotin, Bakayev, & Vazhenin, 2016) note that the quality of combat training is directly dependent on the quality of training. Therefore, the cadets of HMEI should develop methodical skills in conducting classes in different kinds of combat training, including physical training.
The annual reports of the state examination committee indicate a low level of methodical competence of graduates, namely weak theoretical knowledge of the basics of physical education; the lack of skills in organizing and conducting forms of physical training; the inability to use the physical training means to improve professional performance.

The mentioned negative aspects are confirmed by experimental studies (Petruk, 2016; Shlyamar, 2014; Loginov, & Loyko, 2000), which, on the basis of the analysis of the methodical training level of the commanders of cadets, found that it is low and it does not let to solve the physical training problem of the cadets of HMEI efficiently.

According to many experts, the process of the cadets’ physical training should not only be reduced to the development of physical qualities but also it should include an appropriate set of theoretical knowledge and methodical skills.

The scientists (Silchuk, 2003; Zhukevych, et al., 2019; Bolotin, Bakayev, & Vazhenin, 2016; Krutsevych, 2008; Mulyar, Pichugin, & Romanchuk, 2007) believe that the theoretical and methodical training of cadets should solve the following tasks: the creation of a knowledge base in theory and methods of physical training; the formation of organizational and methodical skills according to their official appointment; mastering the skills of independent physical training; the development of physical and special qualities, the improvement of military-applied skills; the self-improvement of basic training to maintain the professional capacity of military personnel; the formation of resistance of an organism to the influence of unfavorable factors of military-professional activity.

According to scientists (Petruk, 2017; Silchuk, 2003; Prontenko, et al., 2019), the methodical competence of a future officer and the head of the class is provided in different ways: at training sessions, in the process of self-preparation, at competitions, in sports classes.
DEVELOPMENT.

Methodology.

The aim of the article is to carry out a comparative analysis of the level of methodical competence in physical training of the graduates who were engaged in sports during the study, and the cadets who were engaged in the traditional program of physical training.

The cadets of S. P. Koroliov Zhytomyr Military Institute (ZMI) (n=609) participated in the research in 2014-2019. The summative and formative experiments were carried out. The summative experiment studied the level of methodical readiness of 23-unit commanders and 506 cadets who graduated from ZMI in 2014-2018 according to the result of state exams in physical training. The formative experiment implied a comparative analysis of the level of methodical competence of the cadets who were engaged in various sports teams of the institute and who participated in competitions during studying (EG, n=38), and the cadets who were engaged in the traditional program of physical training (CG, n=65) at the end of study at HMEI. The formative experiment was conducted in 2019.

The level of methodical competence of cadets was evaluated by:

- The level of knowledge of theoretical bases of physical training.

- The quality of the methodical task performance that includes practical actions for organizing and conducting physical training.

The check of the level of knowledge of the theoretical bases of physical training was carried out by the method of testing. Each cadet answered one test task, which included 12 questions; the time required for the test was 8 minutes. The test tasks were developed by the Department of Physical Education, Special Physical Training and Sports of ZMI. The level of knowledge of the theoretical bases of physical training was assessed as "mastered" – if a cadet gave 6 or more correct answers; "not mastered" – if a cadet gave less than 6 correct answers.
The performance of the methodical task was evaluated as "completed" – if a cadet as the head of the class has a neat appearance, maintains a military bearing, names the exercises according to the established terminology, clearly shows the exercises, applies a rational teaching methodology, supervises those who are training (keeps discipline, prevents and corrects errors), organizes insurance and assistance, determines the state of students, and correctly determines physical activity, achieves the aim of the task; "not completed" – if a cadet does not clearly show physical exercises, does not master a definite terminology, rational methodology of training (violates the sequence of exercises, performs the tasks with significant stops, etc.), and if the aim of the task is not achieved.

The general assessment of the level of methodical competence of the cadets consisted of the grades they received for answering theoretical questions and performing the methodical task and it was defined as "methodically prepared" – if a cadet received two positive grades (if one "mastered" theoretical bases of physical training and the methodical task was "completed"); "methodically unprepared" – if a cadet received one negative grade, if he did "not mastered" theoretical bases of physical training or the methodical task was "not completed".

The general assessment of the physical training of cadets is determined by the results of their practical examination (physical fitness), provided that their methodical competence is "methodically prepared". In the case of receiving a grade "methodically unprepared" for methodical competence, the general grade in physical training was reduced: by one point – for the grade "not mastered" for the knowledge of theoretical bases of physical training or the grade "not completed" for methodical task; by two points – for the grades "not mastered" for the knowledge of theoretical bases and "not completed" for methodical task.
The research methods are theoretical analysis of literature, pedagogical observation, testing, pedagogical experiment, methods of mathematical statistics.

The researches related to the involvement of cadets were carried out in compliance with all relevant national regulations and institutional policies (Order of the Minister of Defense of Ukraine "On Approval of the Regulation on the Organization of Scientific, Research and Technology Activities in the Armed Forces of Ukraine" dated 27.07.16, No. 385). An informed agreement was received from all the people involved in this research.

Results and discussion.

Each unit commander is responsible for the physical condition of the subordinate staff and for:

- The efficient management and control over the process of physical training of military personnel.

- The proper planning, systematic physical training and rational distribution of physical activities throughout the day and week.

- The readiness of educational and material base of physical training and sports for classes (Griban, Romanchuk, Romanchuk, 2014; Loginov, & Loyko, 2000).

The analysis of the organization and conducting physical training in ZMI lets to identify a number of disadvantages that cause a decrease in the level of physical fitness of cadets:

- Low requirements of senior heads for the heads of courses for the organization, conducting and control of sports events.

- The irresponsibility of unit commanders for organizing and conducting morning physical exercises and sports-mass work.

- Personal indiscipline and irresponsibility of course officers who are assigned to directly organize and conduct physical training activities of cadets.

- Lax control by the commanders of the units over the subordinate personnel to follow the daily routine.
- Low level of personal methodical competence of commanders to organize and conduct physical training of cadets.

The analysis of the studies and the guidance documents on physical training showed that during the check of methodical competence the following issues are analyzed (Krutsevych, 2008; Glazunov, 2014; Shlyamar, 2014):

- The lesson plan: the correctness and specificity of the definition of the lesson tasks; the relevance of the content of the training material and methodical techniques to the aims and conditions of the training, and to the readiness of cadets; the connection of the content of the lesson with the previous and next lessons; following the scheme of conducting classes and correct distribution of time; the correct recording of exercises according to the program; the compliance of the exercises of the preparatory part with the tasks and conditions of the main part of the lesson; the specificity and completeness of organizational and methodical guidelines, their relevance to the content and objectives of the lesson; the dosage of physical activity; the reflection of the method of actions of the head of the activities and the actions of cadets in the lesson plan; security measures, assistance and insurance; the relevance of the training manuals and the means of material support used to prepare lesson plan; the design and completeness of the lesson plan.

- The explanation and presentation of exercises: the knowledge of the special terminology, conciseness, clarity and persuasiveness of explanation; consistency and completeness of the analysis of the technique while explaining the exercise, the knowledge of the technique of performing the exercise according to certain methods of training; the use of tables and diagrams while explaining the exercise; the quality of the exercise presentation, its methodological sequence, the choice of the place to present; the purposefulness of the demonstration which emphasizes the peculiarities of this technique of performing the exercise, the demonstration of some important elements of the exercise; the use of methodical techniques during the demonstration (showing by
sections, slowly, generally, at the fastest pace, in different planes, the mirror display, the display of common mistakes, the repeated display); the emotionality of explanation and display; the combination of display and analysis of the exercise technique.

- The methods and methodical techniques during training: the variety, correctness of the choice and application during the organization and conduct of classes and individual exercises training; the relevance of the readiness of cadets to the conditions of training; the organization of independent training during classes; the correctness and timeliness of assistance and insurance; choosing the place for insurance; self-insurance training.

- The prevention, detection and correction of mistakes: correct identification of mistakes, their causes and methods of correction; the prevention of mistakes in the process of mastering and improving the technique of performing the exercise; the explanation of the mistakes causes, timeliness and sequence of mistakes detection and correction; the organization of training and dosing of activity; their relevance to the objectives of the class; the method of dosing of physical exercises and activity during training; the application of complex training at the end of the main part of the lesson and before the change of training places; the application of methodical techniques to increase the interest and activity of cadets.

- The actions and behavior of the head: practical readiness; appearance; the ability to behave with the ranks, gestures, correct clarity of commands and orders; the attitude to the cadets, the tone of treatment, contact with cadets and pedagogical tact; the confidence during classes, the ability to take into account a specific situation, distribute the attention, give instructions during the exercise performance; the insistence on high standards, the ability to maintain discipline; the ability to combine training with education, teaching personal hygiene skills.
The analysis of the results of testing the methodical competence of commanders of cadets’ units in 2017-2018 confirms the conclusions of a number of scientists on the lack of methodical skills of the heads of physical training of subordinate personnel. 14 out of 26 commanders tested were "methodically unprepared" (53.8%). The analysis of the assessment of the physical fitness of cadets also confirmed the conclusions of scientists on the connection of the level of physical readiness and methodical competence of commanders with the level of physical fitness of subordinate personnel. Thus, according to the results of correlation analysis, it was established that the cadets, whose commanders had a high level of physical readiness and methodical competence, achieved high results in physical training (r=0.82-0.89).

The analysis of the results of the state exams in physical training in 2015-2018 showed that there was a stable tendency of a low level of methodical competence of the graduates during 5 years of the study (Table 1).

A detailed analysis of the results of methodical competence showed that the cadets who participated in sports, competitions and had sports grades (the 1st grade, Candidate Masters of Sports) or titles (Masters of Sports, Masters of Sports of International Class) during the study at HMEI, had a higher level of methodical competence than the cadets who were not engaged in sports. In order to prove these conclusions, we organized a formative pedagogical experiment. Two groups were formed: the EG which included the cadets who were engaged in various sports and took part in competitions while studying at HMEI, and the CG which included the cadets who were training according to the traditional physical training program.
Table 1. The dynamics of the methodical competence of the HMEI graduates in 2014-2018 (n=506, %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The assessment of methodical competence</th>
<th>The years of the study</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n=120</td>
<td>n=112</td>
<td>n=115</td>
<td>n=80</td>
<td>n=79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;methodically prepared&quot;</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;methodically unprepared&quot;</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of the methodical competence of the cadets showed that the majority of cadets of both groups (89.5% in the EG and 75.3% in the CG) were assessed by the level of mastering the theoretical bases of physical training as having "mastered" knowledge (Table 2). Concerning the quality of the methodical task, the highest percentage of cadets who "completed" the methodical task was found in the EG (92.1%). However, the largest percentage of cadets who did not "complete" the methodical task is recorded in the CG – 64.9% that confirms our results of examining the reports of exam committees which defined one of the main disadvantages of physical training to be a low level of methodical competence of graduates, low-performing skills in the organization and conducting of physical training; the inability to use the means of physical training for self-improvement and training of personnel for professional and combat activity.

The analysis of the general assessment of the methodical competence of graduates showed that 86.8% EG cadets and only 30.8% CG cadets were defined to be "methodically prepared" that indicates the advantage of sports in the sections of the institute over the current system of physical training of HMEI to improve the level of the methodical competence of cadets who are future officers, the heads of the classes in physical training.
**Table 2.** The level of the methodical competence of the EG and CG cadets at the end of the pedagogical experiment, %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The indicators studied</th>
<th>EG (n=38)</th>
<th>CG (n=65)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The knowledge of theoretical bases of physical training</td>
<td>&quot;mastered&quot;</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;not mastered&quot;</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The quality of the methodical task</td>
<td>&quot;completed&quot;</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;not completed&quot;</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The assessment of methodical competence</td>
<td>&quot;methodically prepared&quot;</td>
<td>86.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;methodically unprepared&quot;</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the studies of a number of scientists (Silchuk, 2003; Shlyamar, 2014; Petrovska, 2015; Petruk, 2017) which indicated a close connection of the level of methodical competence of the commander, officer, specialist and high level of physical readiness, success of training and combat activity of subordinate personnel and units, it can concluded that mastering the knowledge and methodical skills in the organization of physical training will contribute to the success in the future activity of the HMEI graduates as the heads of physical training classes, officers-leaders, demanding to themselves and subordinate commanders.

**CONCLUSIONS.**

The EG cadets were established to have a significantly better level of methodical competence at the end of the pedagogical experiment, in comparison to the CG cadets – 86.8% of methodically prepared cadets were determined in the EG and 30.8% in the CG that indicates the advantage of being engaged in sports during study to improve the level of the methodical competence of cadets who are future officers, commanders, and leaders of physical training classes.
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